
Hair Extensions 
Pre-Treatment Advice 
1. Your hair will be washed and dried before hair extensions are  
 applied.
2. A consultation is required prior to any hair extension appoint- 
 ment. This is necessary to determine the colour and length of  
 hair extension required. On purchase and arrival of the correct  
 hairpieces, a hair extension appointment can be booked. All  
 consultations are free.The number of packs needed varies   
 from person to person but for a full-bodied look five packets is  
 optimum. There is no additional cost to have hair applied for  
 your first hair extension appointment.
3. Sutherlands Hair and Beauty use Rapture hair extension tapes.  
 These can last up to a year when being continuously reap-  
 plied.
4. After your initial hair extension appointment where your hair  
 extensions are applied for the first time, it is recommended  
 that hair is re-taped every 6-8 weeks.
5. The cost of a re-taping appointment is dependent on the   
 number of tapes applied. Your stylist will keep a record of the  
 number of packs used.

Aftercare Advice
1. Don’t shampoo your hair for at least 48 hours after your   
 extensions have been applied, this allows the bonds to set.
2. Always use professional shampoo and conditioner. Your stylist  
 will recommend products best suited to care for your exten- 
 sions.
3. Shampoo and condition your hair once a week. Your stylist  
 can advise on the best technique while wearing hair exten-  
 sions.



4. Always dry hair thoroughly. Do not leave it to dry naturally.  
 Hair is at its most vulnerable when wet so start drying at the  
 bond and work downwards on a low heat.
5. Do not rub or twist wet hair as this can cause tangling when  
 washing.
6. Do not towel dry your hair with a scrubbing motion. Blot hair  
 then wrap in a towel to remove excess water.
7. Sutherlands Hair and Beauty recommend using a Tangle   
 Teezer when detangling extensions.
8. Styling products should be applied to the lengths of the hair  
 and not the extension bonds.
9. We recommend tying hair in a loose plait to avoid tangling  
 while sleeping. 
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